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Process logic (PL) is a language for reasoning about the behavior of a program 
during a computation, while propositional dynamic logic (PDL) can only reason 
about the input-output states of a program. Nevertheless, it is shown that to each 
PL model M, there corresponds in a natural way a PDL model M ~ such that each 
path in M is represented by a state in Mq Moreover, to every PL formula p, there 
corresponds a PDL formula pt, whose length is linear in that of p, such that p is 
true of a path in M iffp ~ is true of the state which represents hat path in Mq Then 
it is shown that p is satisfiable iffp ~ is satisfiable in a finite PDL model with special 
properties which is called a pseudomodel. The size of the pseudomodel is in general 
nonelementary but is bounded by both the depth of nesting of the suf operator and 
the alternation of the suf and diamond operators. However, for DPL, a deter- 
ministic version of PL, the pseudomodel has exponential size, giving a deterministic 
exponential time procedure for deciding DPL validity. These results suggest hat it 
is the interaction between nondeterministic programs and the suf operator that 
makes the general decision problem for PL so difficult. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Dynamic logic (DL), introduced by Pratt (1976), and its propositional 
counterpart PDL, introduced by Fischer and Ladner (1979), have been 
shown to be elegant and powerful formalisms for reasoning about the 
before-after behavior of programs. In DL or PDL, a formula makes 
assertions about a state, while the meaning of a program is given by pairs of 
states, viewed as the initial state and final state of a computation of the 
program. Thus, information about intermediate states in the computation of 
the program is lost. This seems to make dynamic logic unsuitable for 
reasoning about the behavior of a program during a computation. Indeed, 
Harel (1979) showed that statements uch as "at some point in the 
computation of program a, the variable x takes on the value 0" are not 
expressible in DL. 
In order to overcome this problem, various researchers began to 
investigate logics in which one could reason directly about computations 
path (cf. Nishimura, 1979; Pratt, 1979b; Parikh, 1979; Pnueli, 1977). Harel, 
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Kozen, and Parikh (1982) introduced a propositional process logic (PL )  
which could be viewed as a fusion of PDL and the temporal logic (TL) of 
Pnueli (1977) and Gabbay et aL (1980). (See Harel et al., 1982, for more 
motivation and details.) In PL, formulas make assertions about paths 
(sequences of states), while the semantics of a program is also given by a set 
of paths (viewed as the possible computation paths of the program). 
Verifying assertions about computations paths seems to be harder than 
verifying the before-after behavior of a program. The best known decision 
procedure for PL (given in Harel et aL, 1982) is of nonelementary 
complexity. In this paper, we investigate what makes reasoning about 
computation paths difficult. In the process, we show that, despite the results 
of Harel (1979), in some sense we can carry out reasoning about paths 
within PDL. More precisely, we show that to each PL model M there 
corresponds in a natural way a PDL model M t such that every path in M is 
represented by a state in M t. Moreover, to every PL formula p, there 
corresponds a PDL formula pt, whose length is linear in that of p, such that 
p is true of a path in M iffp t is true of the state which represents hat path in 
m t . 
We extract several important properties possessed by the PDL model M t 
and call any PDL model which satisfies these properties a PL-like model 
We then show that a PL formula p is satisfiable iff pt is satisfiable in a PL- 
like model. Next, using ideas of Fischer and Ladner (1979), Ben-Ari et al. 
(1982), and Emerson and Halpern (1982), we show that if such a PL-like 
model for pt exists, then there is a finite model (which we call a 
pseudomodel) for pt which is a witness to this fact. (The pseudomodel is not 
PL-like itself, but can be unwound to a PL-like model.) 
In general it seems that the witness, while finite, may be nonelementary in 
the length ofp. Thus, these techniques do not immediately settle the question 
of the complexity of the decision procedure for PL. Neve~Lheless, they do 
provide some usuful information. We can show that the size of the witness is 
bounded by both the depth of nesting of the suf operator and the alternation 
of the suf and diamond operator. These bounds on the size of the witness 
also give upper bounds for a decision procedure for PL formulas, as well as 
some hints on how to obtain lower bounds. Moreover, if we consider a deter- 
ministic version of PL (where the * and U operators are replaced by 
while ... do and i f . . .  then ... else; cf. Halpern & Reif, 1981) we show that, 
for a formula of length n, there is a witness of size 22n2, and a decision 
procedure which runs in deterministic time O(2C"2), for some constant e > 0. 
Finally, for program-free PL (which is just a notational variant of TL), we 
show there is a witness of size < 2 n. These results suggest hat it is the 
interaction between nondeterministic programs and the suf operator that 
makes the decision problem for PL so difficult. 
Our results present an interesting counterpoint to those recently obtained 
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in Sherman et aI. (1982). There it is shown that under some restrictions on 
PL models--namely, by disallowing infinite paths and insisting that the 
paths defined by primitive programs be binary relations--to every PL 
formula p there corresponds a PDL formula r(p) such that p is satisfiable in 
a restricted PL model iff v(p) is PDL satisfiable. In our translation from PL 
to PDL, all the work goes into forcing the model to "act right" (i.e., be a 
pseudomodel), and so the resulting models are large. In Sherman et al. 
(1982), it is the translated formula which must "act right." Not surprisingly, 
the translation p-~ r(p) is of nonelementary complexity and the clarity of 
expression available in PL is lost in the translation process. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the 
syntax and semantics of PL and PDL. In Section 3, we give the translation 
of a PL formula p to a PDL formula pt, and a PL model M to a PDL model 
Mq We extract certain properties of M t to get the general notion of a PL-like 
PDL model, and show p is satisfiable i f fp t is satisfiable in a PL-like model. 
Section 4 shows how a PL-like model can be "collapsed" to a finite 
pseudomodel, which in turn can be unwound again to a PL-like model. In 
Section 5, we give our general decision procedure, which in Section 6 is 
specialized to deterministic PL and shown to run in deterministic exponential 
time. Section 7 offers some conclusions and open 
2. PL AND PDL 
We briefly review the syntax and semantics of PL and PDL. We refer the 
reader to Fischer and Ladner (1979) and Harel et al. (1982) for more 
details. 
In both cases, we start out with a set q~0 = {P, Q,R,...} of primitive 
formulas and S o = {A, B, C,... } of primitive programs. We build up the set of 
PDL formulas and programs inductively from the primitive formulas and 
programs: 
(1) any primitive program is a program, 
(2) if a, b are programs, so are a ;b, aUb,  and a*, 
(3) any primitive formula is a formula, 
(4) if p, q are formulas and a is a program then true, p A q, -~p, and 
(a)p ("diamond a p") are formulas, 
(5) i fp  is a formula, then p? is a program. 
PL formulas and programs are formed using rules (1)-(5) and in addition: 
(6) if p, q are formulas, then so are fp and psufq. 
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Notation. We use upper case letters to refer to primitive formulas and 
programs, while lower case letters refer to arbitrary formulas and programs. 
The length of a PL or PDL formula, written I Pl, is the length of p 
regarded as a string over the alphabet {k), ;, *, ?, A, ( , ) ,7 ,  (,), f, suf, true I 
U q~0 U Z'0. 
A PDL model is a triple M= (S,~,p),  where S is a set of states, 
~: q~o ~ 9(S)  is a function which gives meaning to the primitive formulas by 
assigning to each primitive formula a set of states (intuitively, the set of 
states in which it is true), and p :S0~3(S  X S) gives meaning to the 
primitive programs by assigning to each one a set of pairs of states 
(intuitively, the input-output semantics of the program). 










p(a; b) = {(s, t) l 3u[(s, u) E p(a), (u, t) C p(b)]}, 
p(a U b) = p(a) U p(b), 
p(a*) = Ui~>0o (a;) (where a ° = true?, and for i > 0, a i = a;...; a, i 
p(p?) = {(s, s) js E n(p)}, 
7r( true ) = S, 
= s - 
7~(p A q) = n(p) ~ 7t(q), 
n((a)p) = {s I ~t[(s, t) ~ p(a), t C 7r(p)] }. 
We use the more usual notation M, s ~p instead of s E 7r(p). 
We can view a PDL model as a graph whose nodes are the states. Each 
node s is labelled by the set of primitive formulas {P E ~o J s C n(P)}. There 
is an arc from s to t labelled by a primitive program A iff (s, t) 6 p(A). The 
graph encapsulates all the relevant information about the model. 
We define a path to be a finite or infinite sequence of states with 
repetitions allowed. We will usually use s, t ..... to denote states and x, y, z ..... 
to denote paths. A finite path has length k if it consists of precisely k + 1 
states. The first and last states of a path x are denoted byfirst(x) and last(x). 
(Of course, last(x) is undefined if x is infinite.) If x and y are two paths such 
that x = (So ..... s~), y = (to, tl .... ), and first(x) = last(y) (i.e., sk = to), then 
x • y = (s o ..... s k, t l ,  t 2 .... ) ,  otherwise, x • y is undefined. (In particular, x • y is 
undefined if x is infinite.) If x =y  • z, then z is said to be a suffix of x, and x 
an extension of y; z is a proper suffix of x, written z < x, if z =/= x. If x is not 
of length 0, then it has a longest proper suffix, denoted next(x). 
We are now ready to define the semantics of PL. Again a model is a triple 
M = (S, ~, r), where now n: q~0 ~ 3(S)  and r: S 0 ~ 3(S  °') (where S °' is the 
set of all the paths over the states in S°'). We assume x ~ n(P) ifff irst(x) 
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7~(P). This is the assumption of locality: a primitive formula is true of a path 
iff it is true of the first state on the path. (Note, we have deliberately used n 
in both PL and PDL models to denote the function which gives meaning to 
the primitive formulas, although the range of 7~ is different in each case. The 
meaning should always be clear from context.) 
We extend n and r to all PL formulas and programs as follows. Note that 
now formulas make assertions about paths and the semantics of a program 
are all of its computations paths. 
(1) r(a ;b )= {x .y lx  E v(a), yC  v(b), x .y  is defined}, 
(2) r(a U b) : r(a) U r(b), 
(3) r(a*) = Ui~>0 v(a/), 
(4) r(p?) = {x Ix has length 0 and x C n(p)}, 
(5) n(true) = S °,, 
(6) z~(-~p) = S ~ - n(p), 
(7) n(p A q) = n(p) n n(q), 
(8) zc((a)p) = {x I 3y[y C z(a), x .  y E n(p)] }, 
(9) n(fp) = {x I (first(x)) E n(p)}, 
(I0) 7~(psufq) = {x] 3y[y < x, y E 7r(q), and Vz(y < z < x ~ z 6 7r(p))] }. 
As above, we write M, x ~p instead of x C zc(p). 
Note that r(p?) consists only of paths of length 0. Here our definition is 
slightly different from that given in Sherman et al. (1982), where arbitrary 
paths are allowed. Our definition preserves the intuition that p? acts as a 
guard. In the PDL case, 
p(p? ; a) = {(s, t) C p(a) [ M, s ~ p} G p(a), 
while in the PL case, 
r(p? ;a) = {x C r(a) lM, first(x) ~p} ~_ v(a). 
This analogy would not hold if we let z(p?) consist of all the paths x such 
that M, x ~ p. 
We use the standard abbreviations p V q for ~(~p A ~q), false for 
~(true), p => q for ~p V q, p _= q for (p ~ q A q =>p), and [a]p ("box a p") 
for ~(  a )-~p. 
Several other notions are definable in PL. Following Harel et al. (1982), 
we define: 
np =false sufp, 
Z o = -~ntrue, 
somep = true sufp, 
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allp = -~(true suf~p), 
lastp = (p A Lo) V some(p A L0) , 
fin = last(true). 
It is easy to check that 
M, x ~ np iff M, next(x) ~ p, 
M, x ~ L o iff x has length 0, 
M, x ~ somep iff M, y ~ p for some y < x, 
M, x ~ allp iff 34, y ~ p for all y < x, 
M, x ~ lastp iff M, last(x) ~ p, 
M, x ~ fin iff x is finite. 
Note, (p?)q - (lastp A q). 
DEFINITION. A PL formula p is satisfiable if for some PL model 
M = (S, n, r) and path x ~ S °~, we have M, x ~ p. In this case, M is said to 
be a model for p. A PL formula p is said to be valid if M, x ~p for all 
models M and paths x. It is easy to see that p is valid iff ~p  is not 
satisfiable. Analogous definitions apply to PDL formulas (cf. Fischer & 
Ladner, 1979). 
Occasionally, we will need a way to explicitly talk about computation 
paths in PDL models. To this end, given a PDL model M= (S, 7r, p) we 
define r (A)=p(A)  for A E S o, and extend r to all programs just as for PL 
models. Note that (s, t) E p(a) iff there exists a path (s o ..... sk) C r(a) with 
s = s o and t = s k. Informally, such a path describes the computation of a in 
getting from s to t in the graph corresponding to M. 
DEFINITION. A PDL formula of the form (a)q is fulfilled (for state s) by 
a path (So,...,sk) in a PDL model M if (s o ..... s~)E r(a), (S=So), and 
M, sk~q.  
3. PL-LIKE MODELS 
We first give a translation (due to R. Parikh) from PL models to PDL 
models in which the states in the PDL model correspond to paths in the PL 
model. The PDL  model will also interpret wo added primitive programs, N 
and F, which will simulate the PL operators n and f. 
Given a PL model M = (S, zc, T), we define the PDL model M t = (S ~°, n, p), 
where for A C N, F, we have (x ,y)~p(A)  iff for some path zE  T(A), 
y = x .  z. We also define (x, y) E p(N) iff y = next(x), and (x, y) ~ p(F) iff 
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y =first(x). (We often use the letter x for a state in M t to emphasize we are 
thinking of the state as representing a path.) 
Note that since we are using the same zc and set of states S in both cases, 
for all primitive formulas P and x E S we have M t, x ~ P iff M, x ~ P. We 
now give a translation p~pt ,  a ~ a t of formulas and programs from PL to 
PDL, which preserves this property for all formulas. We define the trans- 
lation inductively: 
(a) for primitive formulas P, pt = p, and true t = true; 
(b) for primitive programs A, At = A; 
(c) (a ;b ) t=a t ;b t, (a* ) t= (at) * , (a~b) t=atUb ' ;  
(d) (~p)t =_~pt, (p A q)t =_pt A qt, ((a}p)t= (at}pt; 
(e) ( fp ) t= (r}pt; 
(f) (psurq) '  = (N ; (pt? ;N),}qt; 
(g) (p? ) '=  ((N*}(~(N}true Apt))?. 
Note that since the PL formula np is an abbreviation for false sufp, we have 
(np) '=  (N ; (false? ; N)*>p t = (N>p t, 
justifying the remark above that the program N simulates the operator n. The 
intuition behind (p?)t is that we are checking whether pt is true at the last 
state of a path (for which -~(N)true holds). In fact, an easy computation 
shows that (p?)t _ (lastp)t?. 
It is now straightforward to show by induction on the structure of 
formulas and programs that 
LEMMA 1 (Parikh). For all PL formulas p, programs a, and models 
M-= (S, z~, T), we have 
(a) Iptl is linear in Ipl, latl is linear in lal, 
(b) M, x ~ p iff Mt, x ~ p t, and 
(c) (x, y) C p(a) iff for some z E r(a), y = x .  z. 
We remark that this translation works without any of the restrictions on 
PL models imposed in Sherman et al. (1982). The translation would also 
work even without the assumption of locality on the semantics of primitive 
formulas. 
The PDL model M t which we construct using this procedure has several 
properties which will be of interest to us. It is easy to see that F is a total 
function (every path has a first state) and N is a partial function whose 
domain is the complement of the range of F. Moreover, if (x, z) C p(A) then 
z is an extension of x, so it follows that x and z must have the same first 
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state. The interaction between N, F, and the other primitive programs will 
also be important. We list all the relevant properties: 
(PL1) For each x there is a unique y such that (x,y) Ep(F), 
moreover, y has no N-successor (i.e., M t, y ~ ~(N)true), and for a primitive 
formula P we have M t, x ~ P iff M t, y ~ P (i.e., a primitive formula gets the 
same truth value on a path and its first state; this enforces locality). 
(PL2) M t, y ~ Lto (-  ~(N)true) iff (y,y) E p(F). 
(PL3) If (x, y) E p(F) and (x, z) E p(A) (A primitive, A 4= N, F) then 
(z, y) C p(F). 
(PL4) There is at most one y such that (x,y)E p(N). 
(PL5) If there exists z such that (x,z)Ep(A) (.4 ~N,F)  then 
M t, x ~ t in  t. 
(PL6) If (Xo, xl) ~ p(N), (x o, Zo) E p(A) then there exists z~ such that 
(Zo, z,) p(N), E p(A). 
(PL7) If (x o, x l )E  p(N), (x~, Zl)E p(A) then there exists z o such that 
(x o, Zo) E p(A), (Zo, z1) ~ p(N). 
Thus, (PL6) says we can find a z I to complete the diagram on the left, 
while (PL7) says we can find a z o to complete the diagram on the right. 
x0~, N ~ Xl 1 , 1 
z 0 . . . . . .  ,Yz~ ~0 ~- -~- -  q 
(PL8) If Mt, y~L  t then for all x there exists a z such that 
(z,x)Ep(N) and (z ,y)Ep(F) .  (Informally, this says all paths can be 
prefixed by an arbitrary state to get a new path.) 
Putting (PL3)-(PL7) together, if (x o, Zo) E p(A) we get 
x0 N X l  N X2.. Xk-1 N Xk~F 
A Y0 A Yl A F 
N #¢,,/F N - . . .  
z 0 z.[ z 2 Zk 1 Zk 
We call any PDL model which satisfies conditions (PL1)-(PL7)PL-l ike. If 
in addition, the model satisfies condition (PL8) we call it a full PL-like 
model The reason for the choice of name is made clear by 
THEOREM 1. The following are equivalent: 
(a) the PL formula Po is satisfiable, 
643/57/I-5 
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(b) the PDL formula pt o is satisfiable in a full PL-like model, 
(c) the PDL formula pto is satisfiable in a PL-like model. 
Proof The proof that (a)=> (b) is Lemma 1, and (b )~ (c) is obvious. 
Thus, it remains to show that (c) => (a). Suppose p~ is satisfied in the PL-like 
model M = (S, n, p). We will now construct a PL model M '  = (S',  n', r) in 
which P0 is satisfied. 
Let S'___ S be {x[M,x  ~ ~(N)true}. Note that by (PL2), these are the 
states that will correspond to length 0 paths. Now to each state x C S we can 
associate a unique path ~,(x) ~ S'~.  We proceed as follows. Let x 0 = x and 
let xi+ 1 be the unique N-successor of x i if such a successor exists (cf. (PL4). 
Let k be the greatest integer for which x k is defined (k might be infinity if 
each x i has an N-successor). For i<~k, let s,. be (by (PL1) the unique F- 
successor of x i. Note that (by (PL1)) si C S '  and (by (PL2)) if k is finite, 
x~ = s k. Finally, define qJ(x) = s o ... s t. It is easy to see that (x, y) C p(N) iff 
qz(y) = next(gt(x) ). 
For A a primitive program, A ¢N,F ,  let : (A )= {~,(x) 13yC 
S'[(y,x)~p(A)]},  while for P a primitive formula, let n ' (P )= {qJ (x) tx~ 
re(P)}. Note that for any x~S,  we have f irst(~(x))=y iff (x,y)Cp(F). 
Thus, the last clause in (PL1) guarantees the locality of M '  = (S',  7r', r). The 
proof will follow immediately from the following 
Claim. (a) For all PL programs a, if (x,y)Cp(a t) then for some 
z C T(a) we have q/(x) • z = qJ(y). 
(b) For all PL programs a, if z C T(a) and first(z) = last(~(x)) then 
for some y with (x, y) ~ p(a t) we have ~,(x) • z = ~(y). 
(c) For all PL formulas p, we have M' ,  ~(x )~p iff M, x ~pt .  
The claim is proved by a simultaneous induction of the structure of 
formulas and programs. We leave details to Appendix 1. 
Remark. It is easy to see that if we just drop the last clause in (PL1), we 
get Theorem 1 for nonlocal PL models. 
We would like to apply Fischer-Ladner (1979) style techniques to show 
that every satisfiable formula pt is satisfiable in a finite PL-like model. 
However, if we collapse a model with respect to an equivalence relation, it 
will not, in general, retain all of the properties (PL1)-(PL8).  But if we 
choose the "right" equivalence relation, we can find a finite "pseudomodel" 
which acts as a witness to the existence of a PL-like model (cf. Emerson & 
Halpern, 1982; Ben-Ari et al., 1982). This is the subject of Section 4. 
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4. PSEUDOMODELS 
Given a PL formula p, we would like to find a set of formulas which 
corresponds to the Fischer-Ladner closure. Intuitively, the Fischer-Ladner 
closure consists of the minimal set of formulas about whose truth value you 
must know in order to reason about p. In the case of PL, to know ifp is true 
of a given path x, we might have to know if certain formulas are true in 
next(x). In order to make this clear, we need the following 
DEFINITION. If 4: {PL formulas of the form fr or P} ~ {true, false} andp 
is a PL formula, we define the PL formula T(p, 4) inductively: 
(a) i fp  is of the form P or fr, T(p, 4) = ¢;(P); 
(b) T(p A q, q)) = T(p, 4) A T(q, 4); 
(c) T(~p, O) = ~T(p, 4); 
(d) r((a)p, 4) = (a) T(p, 4); 
(e) T(psufq, O) = q V (p Apsufq). 
We call such a mapping ~ a functional. Given a PL model M = (S, n, r) 
(resp. PDL model M'= (S, ~r,p)), a PL formula P0, and a path x (resp. a 
state s), we say ~ agrees with x (resp. s) on P0 if, for all subformulas q of p0 
of the form fr or P, el(q)= true iff M, x ~ q (resp. M, s ~ qt). Note that 
agrees with path x on P0 iff ~ agrees with first(x) on Po. Similarly, we say 
two functionals ~ and 4' agree on Po if, for all subformulas q of po of the 
form fr or P, ~(q) = O'(q). It is clear from the definition given that if ~i and 4' 
agree on P0, then T(po, O) = T(po, q)'). 
LEMMA 2. (a) Suppose M is a PL model and x is a path in M of 
length >/1. Given a formula p, if O agrees with x on p, then M, x ~p iff M, 
next(x) ~ T(p, 4). 
(b) I f  M is a PL-like PDL model, ~ agrees with s on p, and 
(s, t) ~ p(N), then M, s ~pt  iff M, t ~ (T(p, O))t. 
Proof. (a) The proof is a straightforward induction on the structure of 
p. For example, i fp is of the form (a)q: 
M, x ~ (a)q 
iff 3y E v(a) such that M, x .y  ~ q, 
iff 3y C r(a) such that M, next(x, y) ~ T(q, 4) (induction hypothesis), 
iff M, next(x) ~ (a) T(q, ~) (since next(x, y) = next(x), y if x has 
length/> 1), 
iff M, next(x) ~ T((a)q, 4) (by definition of T). 
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I fp  is of the form qsufq', we have: 
M, x ~ q sufq' 
iff M, next(x) ~ q' V (q A qsufq'), 
iff M, next(x) ~ T(qsufq'). 
(b) Again the proof follows by induction on the structure ofp. I fp is 
of the form (a)q, we need the following fact, which is proved by induction on 
the structure of a (using (PL6) for the base case): 
If (x ,x ' )Ep(N)  and (x,z) Ep(a) then there exists (a 
necessarily unique by (PL4)) z' such that (z ,z ' )Ep(N) and 
(x', z') p(a). 
We leave details to the reader. [ 
We are now ready to define the appropriate analogue to the Fischer- 
Ladner closure (cf. Fischer & Ladner, 1979) for PL formulas. Informally, it 
is the least set which contains the subformulas ofp and is closed under the T 
mapping as defined above. 
DEFINmON. Given a PL formula P0, let AFL(po) (the Augmented 
Fischer-Ladner closure of P0) be the least set containing Po such that: 
(1) -~p~H~pEH,  
(2) pAqCH-~p,  qCH,  
(3) (a)p n- p H, 
(4) (a ; b)p ~ H-~ (a)(b)p C H, 
(5) (a~)b}pCH~(a}p, (b )pCH,  
(6) (a*)p E H-~ (a)(a*)p E H, 
(7) (p?)q E H -~ lastp ~ H, 
(8) f inCH,  
(9) fqEH-*qCH,  
(10) psufq E H-~p, q ~ H, 
(11) qCH,  q not of the form fr-* fq C H, 
(12) q C H~ T(q, ~) E H for every functional ~. 
We remark that conditions (1)-(6) give us the Fischer-Ladner closure 
FL(P0) as defined in Fischer and Ladner (1979). Note that since 
fin E AFL(p0), and fin is an abbreviation for (L 0 A true) V 
[truesuf(L oA true)], while L 0 is an abbreviation for ~(falsesuftrue), it 
follows that L o, false suftrue, and true are in AFL(po) for any formula P0. 
It is easy to see that condition (12) repeatedly appiied to a formula such 
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as psufq, will yield an infinite set of distinct formulas. However, as we shall 
show, we can still get a finite representation f AFL(p0). 
DEFINITION. Formulas p and q are Boolean equivalent (cf. Harel et al., 
1982), written p_=B q, if they are provably equivalent by using substitution 
instances of propositional tautologies (thus (a)(p A q) and (a)(q A p) are 
Boolean equivalent, but (a ; b)p and (a)(b)p are not). Given sets Y and Y, 
we write X_~ B Y if X is contained in Y up to Boolean equivalence. 
Let [AFL(p0)IB be the size of AFL(p0) up to Boolean equivalence. It is 
not hard to show that if we close off EFL(p0) (as defined in Harel et al., 
1982) under condition (11), then it contains AFL(p0). It follows from results 
in Harel et al. (1982) that [AFL(P0)[a is finite. Lemma 3 gives us more 
precise bounds on [AFL(p0[ B. Essentially, we can show that [AFL(po)[B is 
nonelementary with bounds depending on both the depth of nesting of the suf 
operator, and the alternation of suf and (). To make this precise, we make 
the following definitions. 
DEFINITION. Define sufdep(p) inductively as 
sufdep(fq) = sufdep(P) = 0, 
sufdep(~q) = sufdep((a)q) = sufdep(q), 
sufdep(q/~ q ' )= max(sufdep(q), sufdep(q')), 
sufdep(qsufq') = 1 + max(sufdep(q), sufdep(q')). 
Let sd(p)= max{sufdep(q) ] q is a subformula of p}. (Note, it is possible 
that sd(p) > sufdep(p). For example, take p to be the formula ((PsufQ)?)P.) 
We also define altdep(p) inductively. Roughly speaking, altdep(p) 
measures the number of alternations of suf and ( ) in p. Altdep(p) will be of 
the form n or n + 1, for some integer n: 
(As usual, Ix] denotes the greatest integer m ~< x, while Ix] denotes the 
least integer m ) x.) 
altdep(fq) = altdep(P) = 0, 
altdep(~q) = altdep(q), 
altdep(q/~ q') = max(altdep(q), altdep(q')), 
altdep((a)q) = [altdep(q)j + ½, 
altdep(qsufq') = max(laltdep(q)], [altdep(q')]). 
Let ad(p) = max{altdep(q) ] q is a subformula of p}, and let 
ht(p) = min(sd(p) + 2, 2[ad(p) + ½]). 
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Define the function ex(m, n) inductively via ex(0, n )= n, ex(m + 1, n )= 
2ex(m,n). 
LEMMA 3. IAFL(po) l ,<~2lPo lex(ht(po) , lPo l )+ 12lpol+ 16. More- 
over, we can construct a set AFL'(po) in time O(]AFL'(po)]) such that 
(a) AFL(Po)___8 AFL'(po), 
(b) IAFL'(Po)J ~< 2 IPol ex(ht(po), rPol) + 12 IPol + 16, 
(c) AFLt(p0) is closed with respect to AFL conditions (1)-(11), 
(d) /f q EAFL'(Po) and 0 is a functional then there exists a 
q' E AFL'(P0) such that q' =B T(q, ~). Such a q' can be found in time 
O(IAFL'(po)I). 
Proof. See Appendix 2. II 
We will get a finite representation f a PL-like model for Po by collapsing 
it with respect o the equivalence relation induced by AFL(po). 
DEFINITION. Given a PDL model M= (S,~z,p), we can define an 
equivalence r lation =--AVL(po) n S via 
S--AVL(~0~ t iff for all q C AFL(P0), M, ~ qt iffM, t ~ qt. 
We define M/--ArL¢po ~, the quotient structure of M with respect o AFL(P0), 
as follows (cf. Ben-Ari et al., 1982; Emerson & Halpern, 1982; Fischer & 
Ladner, 1979). Let 
S'  = {[s] I s ~ S } where 
' (P) = { [s] I s C ~r(P) }, and 
p'(A)  = {([s], [t])l (s, t) C p(A)}. 
[s] = {s'  [ s '  - ~AFL(P0 ) S}~ 
Then M/==-AFL(Po ) = (S  t, 7~', pt).  
Not surprisingly, if M is a full PL-like PDL model then M/=--AVL~po ) 
inherits many of its properties. To make this precise, we have the 
DEFINITION. Given a PL program a, we say there is an a-grid from s to t 
in M (ending at u) if all the following conditions hold: 
There exist integers k and mo<~ml<~... <<.mk=mk+l, PL formulas 
Po ..... Pc such that each Pi is a conjunction of some tests in a or pi = true, 
primitive programs A1 ..... A t appearing in a (not necessarily distinct), and a 
doubly indexed sequence of states (sij), 0 <<. i <<. k, 0 <<.j <~ m i in M such that 
Soo = s, Sko = t, Skm k ~ U, 
M, Smi~Lt  o for O<~ i~k ,  
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M, s u ~ Oastpi) t for i ~< k, 0 ~<j ~< mr, 
(Sio ..... Sire) ~ *(N*) for 0 < i ~< k, 
(s(i_l)j, sij) E'c(Ai) for l ~ i~k ,  
r(Po ;A1 ;Pl ;..., Pk-1 ; Ak ; Pk) ----- z(a). 
The situation is summarized in the following diagram: 
S=s N N s~ °°~1"  F~ ~o 
A1; ,,AI~ AI~ r,,Al.~ 
s, Ol~--~... ~Z~..v... r~ . ]  Slml 
20- ;'" : ." ; . ' "  : . . . .  : 
s N N N N 
k ~:  ~A kl" "A k~A kl "" "A k~'~ "" "A k ~Akl  sk-lmk-1 
t-Sk 0 Ski Skmk =u 
Note the conditions above guarantee that (s00, S,o ) E v(at). 
DEFINmON. M' = (S', n', p') is a pseudo-PL-like model for p~, or just a 
pseudomodel for p~ if M' is a PDL model for pt which satisfies (PL1)- 
(PL3), (PLS), (PL7), (PL8), and: 
(PL4') If (s, t) E p'(N) and q E AFL(P0), then M', s ~ qt iff M 1, t 
(T(q, 0)) t, where 0 is a functional which agrees with s on Po. 
(PL6') If (a)q E AFL(P0) and M', s ~ ((a)q)t A L~ then for some t 
with M', t ~ qt, there is an a-grid from s to t. 
LEMMA 4. I f  M is a full PL-like model for p~ then M/=-AFL(Po ) is a 
pseudomodel for pt o and has size ~2 IAFL(p°)I" 
Proof. Suppose M = (S, n, p) and M/--=AFL~p0 ) = M' = (S', n', p'). The 
fact that M' is a model for p~ of size ~<2 qAFL~po)IB is well known (cf. the 
corresponding result in Fischer & Ladner, 1979) and that M' satisfies 
(PL1)-(PL3), (PL4'), (PL5), (PL6'), (PL8) is immediate from the 
construction. We remark that condition (11) was added to the definition of 
AFL(p0) in order to ensure that (PL1) holds in M'. 
All that remains is to show that M' satisfies (PL7). So suppose 
([x;], [x~]) ep'(U), (Ix',], [z~]) ep'(A). Choose some x, e [x~] and 
zl E [z'~] such that (x~, Zl)E p(A). By (PL1), there exists a unique [w'] such 
that ([x~], [w'])Cp'(F). Choose some wE [w']. By (PL8), there exists x o 
with (Xo,X~)Ep(N), (Xo, w)~p(F). We claim that x o E [x~]. Once this 
claim is proved, by applying (PL7) to M, we get z 0 such that (Xo, Zo) E p(A) 
and (zo, zOCp(N); thus ([x~], [Zo])Ep'(A) and ([Zo], [z~])Ep'(N) as 
desired. To prove the claim, choose x'o' ~ [x~] such that for some x~' C [x'~], 
we have (x~', x~')E p(N). (Note such elements must exist since ([x~], [x~])C 
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p'(N).) We must show that if q E AFL(po) then M, x 6' ~ qt iff M, x o ~ qt. 
Let 0 be any functional which agrees with x o on Po. Note that since ([x~], 
[w']) C p'(F), (Xo, w) E p(F), and w C [w'], it follows that ~ also agrees with 
w and, hence, x~' on Po. 
For arbitrary q C AFL(po), by Lemma 2(b) we have: 
M, x~' ~ qt 
iff M, x' 1' ~ (T(q, O))t, 
iff M, x 1 ~ (T(q, O)) t (since xl, x'~' ~ [x'~], T(q, O) C AFL(po) ), 
iff M, xo ~ q t. 1 
As in the analogous proofs for the languages DPDL and CTL (cf. Ben-Ari 
et al., 1982; Emerson & Halpern, 1982) we want to show that a 
pseudomodel can be "unwound" into a PL-like model. In particular, we are 
aiming for the following extension of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. The following are equivalent: 
(a) the PL formula Po is satisfiable, 
(b) the PDL formula pt o is satisfiable in a full PL-like model, 
(c) the PDL formula pt o is satisfiable in a PL-like model, 
(d) there is pseudomodel for pto of size ~<2 IAFL/p01B 
Proof. The equivalence (a), (b), and (c) was shown in Theorem 1, while 
(c) ::> (d) is Lemma 4. All that remains is to show (d) ~ (c). 
So suppose p~ is satisfiable in a pseudomodel M = (S, 7~, p). We construct 
a PL-like model for pt  in stages. Actually, what we will construct is a dag 
(directed acyclic graph), with vertices labelled by subsets of AFL(P0) and 
arcs labelled by primitive programs. The vertices will be the states of our 
PL-like model, and the arcs will describe p(A) for A primitive. Moreover, the 
dag constructed at Stage i + 1 is an extension of the one constructed at stage 
i, and will satisfy (PL1)-(PL7). 
Given state x C S, define L(x) = {q C AFL(po) I M, x ~ qt}. We proceed 
as follows: 
Stage O. Choose some state x~ S such that M,x~pt .  (Such a state 
must exist since M is a pseudomodel for p~.) Construct a graph with exactly 
one vertex, which is labelled by L(x). 
Stage 1. There are two cases. Either M, x ~ tin t, so there is a finite 
sequence of states (x0,..., Xk) E r(N*) with x = x 0 and M, x k ~ -~(N)true, or 
M, x ~ ~fin t. 
Case 1. Extend the graph of stage 0 by first adding vertices labelled, 
respectively, by L(x~),..., L(xk) and connecting them to the vertex labelled by 
L(x) using arcs labelled by N. Let s o ..... s k be such that (xi, si) C p(F). Note 
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x k = s k. Add vertices labelled L(so),..., L(Sk) to the graph and join the vertex 
labelled L(xi)  to the one labelled L(si) by an arc labelled F. This gives us the 
diagram: 
L(s 0 ) L(s 1 ) L(s 2 ) L(Sk-1) 
It is easy to check (using (PL4)) that if psufq E L(xi) for i < k, then for 
some k' <~ k, we have p E L(x}) for i ~<j < k' and q E L(Xk,); i.e., (psufq) t is 
fulfilled (in M) in the path (xi,..., Xk, ). We must still arrange to have 
formulas of the form (a)q fulfilled. As we will show below, (PL4') ensures 
that it suffices to fulfill the formulas (a)q which occur in L(Xk). Since we are 
trying to construct a PL-like model, we must also arrange to fulfill these 
formulas in such a way that (PL6) and (PL7) hold. For each formula in 
L(Xk) = L(Sk) of the form (a)q, we proceed as follows: 
Since M, x k ~ ((a)q) t, we contruct he grid whose existence is guaranteed 
by (PL6'). We then add extra arcs and vertices to make sure that the 
resulting graph satisfies (PL6) and (PL7). Finally, add more vertices to 
ensure (PL1) and (PL3) are satisfied. For example, if the formula in question 
is (A;B)q,  our first step would be to add on the grid of (PL6') to get a 
picture like this (omitting the labellings on the nodes). 
L(x0) N ~,,L!Xl ) N L(Xk) 
... N 
Then using (PL7), we can fill in more arcs and vertices to get this diagram: 
L(xo) l~ , . ] . . .  [ - -~ . ]  L(Xk) 
B B 
Finally, we add more arcs and vertices to the graph to ensure that (PLI) 
is satisfied: 
N ~OF 
A F ~i N ~8~FF N )~ . . .  ~OF B N ... 
B - B ~ N~)F  
Of course, each of the vertices in the graph above is labelled by L(x),  where 
x is the state it corresponds to in the pseudomodel. By the corresponding 
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conditions for pseudomodels, the graph constructed above satisfies (PL1) -  
(PL7) (if we take the states to be the nodes and define x ~ qt iff q ~ L(x)). 
We repeat this construction for each formula of the form (a)q in L(Xk). 
Case 2. Suppose there is no finite sequence of states x 0 ..... x k E S with 
(x o,..., Xk) E r(N*)  and M, x k ~ ~(N)true. 
We first construct an infinite path (Xo, x l ,  x2,... ) such that 
(i) (xi, xi+l) CP(N), 
(ii) if r =psufq  E L(xi), then for some k > i, r t is fulfilled (in M) 
in (xi ..... xk). 
We construct the path in steps. At the end of each step we will have 
constructed a finite prefix of the final path. 
Step 1. Let ro,..., r m be all the formulas in L(xo) of the form psufq,  
where r i is p~sufqi. Since M is a pseudomodel, we can certainly find a path 
(x0,..., xk0 ) in M which fulfills r~. Moreover, using PL4' ,  it is easy to check 
that if rtl is not fulfilled in some prefix of this path then it must be the case 
that p l ,  Plsufq2 ~ L(xi) for 1 ~< i ~< k. (Recall that for any 0, T(psufq, O) = 
q V (pApsufq).)  Thus, we can extend to a path (Xo,...,Xk¢...,Xk) which 
does fulfill rt~. Continuing in this way we can get a finite path (Xo,...,xk) 
1 such that all of r 0 ..... r~ are fulfilled in some prefix of this path. 
Step i + 1. Suppose (x 0 ..... Xh) is the path constructed at the end of Step 
i. Then by repeating the construction of Step 1, we can extend to a path 
(x0,..., xh,..., xh,) such that all the formulas of the form psufq  in L(xh) are 
fulfilled in some prefix of (x h,..., x h,). (There will always be at least one such 
formula since our original assumption guarantees that if (x 0 ..... xh) C r(N*) 
then for all i~< h, fin @ L(xi) and, hence, falsesuftrue E L(xi). Thus h' > h.) 
This completes the construction of the path. To check that condition (ii) 
holds, suppose r=psufq C L(xj) for some j. I f j  = 0 or if the j th  node was 
the last node added at some step of the construction, then we are done by 
construction. If not, suppose the j th  node was added at some Step i, and the 
j ' th  node was the last added at that stage. Then we can show that, just as for 
r 1 in Step 1, either r t is fulfilled in some prefix of (xj ..... xj.,) or p, 
psu fq  ~L(xh) for all h with j < h ~<j'. In the latter case, r t is fulfilled in 
some path (xj ...... Xk) by construction. It follows by the above that r t is also 
fulfilled in the path (xj,..., x~,,..., Xk) (cf. the construction of the DPDL model 
in Ben-Ari et al., 1982). 
For each node x t in the path we have constructed, choose y; such that 
(xi,Yi)Cp(F). We then append the following graph to the node L(xo) of 
Stage 0: 
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k(x O) klx I ) k(x 2) 
L(y O) L(Y 1 ) Lly 2 ) 
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This completes the construction of Case 2 of Stage 1. 
It is not hard to check that all the formulas of the form (a)q ~ L(xo) have 
been fulfilled at the end of Stage 1. (Note in Case 2 there are no such 
formulas by (PL5).) However, in the process of our construction, we may 
have added other nodes, and we must arrange to fulfill all the formulas of the 
form (a)q which occur in their labels. As we mentioned above, it suffices to 
fulfill the formulas (a)q E L(y) for those y such that M,y ~L  t. 
Stage i + 1. For every vertex y constructed at Stage i with L 0 G L(y), 
repeat the construction given in Stage 1. We contruct a model 
M' = (S', zr', p') from the graph as follows. Let S' consist of the union over 
i of the vertices on the graph which are added at Stage i. There is a natural 
map 7: S '~ S such that 7(x ' )= x iff x' is an "instance" of x E S. For a 
primitive formula P, define ~r'(P)= {y[M, 7(y)~P} and for a primitive 
program A, define p'(A) = { (x, y) [ vertices x and y are joined by an arc 
labelled A}. It is immediate that M' satisfies (PL1)-(PL7) by the 
construction. We must still check that M' is indeed a model for pt.  This 
follows from the following 
Claim. (a) If q E AFL(po) then M', y ~ qt iff M, 7(Y) ~ qt, 
(b) if (a)q E AFL(Po) and (y, z) E p'(a t) then (7(Y), 7(z)) E p(at), 
which we prove in Appendix 3. II 
5. A DECISION PROCEDURE FOR PL SATISFIABILITY 
THEOREM 3. There is an algorithm for deciding if a PL formula Po is 
satisfiable which runs in time 2 clAvL'(p°)l for some c > 0 (where AFL'(p0) is 
as in Lemma 3). 
Proof. We try to construct a pseudomodel for p~, modifying an 
algorithm introduced by Pratt for deciding PDL satisfiability (cf. Pratt, 
1979a). 
The main problem in the construction will be checking that (PL6') holds 
in the model we have constructed. In order to do this, we define a function ~r 
which takes programs to relations on {states} X {PL-formulas} as follows: 
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a(N) = {((s, q), (t, T(q, 0)))I (s, t) C p(N), 0 is a functional 
which agrees with s on q}, 
a(A)={((s,q) , ( t ,q))[(s , t )Ep(A)} if A4~N. 
We extend a to all PDL programs in the obvious way: 
a(a ; b) = {((s, q), (t, q'))13(u,p)[((s, q), (u,p)) ~ a(a), 
((u,p), (t, q')) E a(b)]}, 
u b) = G(a) u o(b),  
or(p?) = {((s, q), (s, q))l (s, s) C p(p?)}, 
= U o(ag .  
i )0  
Let a aug be the program which results when we replace each occurrence of 
a primitive program A : / :N ,F  not occurring in a test by 
(N* ;~(N)true? ;A). More formally, for PDL programs, we have 
A aug = N* ;~(N)true? ;A, where A is primitive, A :/: N, F, 
N aug = N, 
F aug = F ,  
(rig) aug =p.9 ,  
(a ; b) aug = a aug ; b aug, 
(a U b) aug = a aug U b aug, 
(a*) "°g = (a""")*. 
Intuitively, if we have a grid for (a)q as in (PL6'), then the path down the 
left side of the grid, (Soo ..... S~o), is in r(at), while the path from Soo to Skm k
along the outside of the grid, (So0,...,SOmo, Slmo,...,Slma,...,Sk,mk), is in 
Consider the condition: 
(PL6") if M, s ~ ((a)q)' A L~, where (a)q C aFL(p0),  then for some 
q '~AFL(p0)  and state u, we have ((s,q),(u,q'))Ecr((at) ""g) and 
M, u ~ (q,)t. 
PL6" is clearly a much easier condition to check that (PL6'), but in the 
presence of all the other pseudomodel properties, they are equivalent. More 
precisely, we have 
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LEMMA 5. M is a pseudomodel for Po iff M is a PDL model for Po 
satisfying (PL1)-(PL3), (PL4'), (PL5), (PL6"), (PL7), (PL8). 
Proof The lemma follows from the 
Claim. Suppose M is a PDL model for Po satisfying PL1-PL3, PL4', 
PL5, PL7, PL8, and (a)q C AFL(p0). If M, s ~ ((a)q) t and for some state t 
there is an a-grid from s to t ending in u with M, t ~ qt, then there exists a 
PL formula q' such that ((s, q), (u, q')) E a((at) aug) and M, u ~ (q')( 
Conversely, if ((s, q), (u, q')) E a((at) aug) and M, u ~ (q,)t there is an a-grid 
of the form (sii), O<~i<~k, O<~j<~m i with S=Soo and U=Skmk, and 
formulas qo ..... qmk with q = qo, q' = qmk and qi+ 1 = T(q, Oi) (where ¢~i agrees 
with ski on P0) such that M, s~i ~ qi. 
Each part of the claim can be proved by a relatively straightforward 
(although tedious) induction on the structure of a, which makes use of the 
observation: for all PL programs b, PDL programs e, PL formulas q and q', 
and states s and t, we have 
((s, q), (t, q')) ~ 6(e) iff ((s, (b)q), (t, (b)q')) C a(c). 
We leave details to the enthusiastic reader. I 
Returning now to the proof of Theorem 3, we first contruct the set 
AFL'(p0) of Lemma 3, and take So={sls~_AFL' (po)  }. Note IS01= 
2 IAFL'(p°)I. We then proceed: 
(1) eliminate all those s C S o which do not satisfy the conditions: 
(i) true E s, 
(ii) if -,p C AFL'(po) then -~p C s i f fp ~ s, 
(iii) i fp A q E AFL'(po) then p A q C s iffp, q C s, 
(iv) if (a U b)p ~ AFL'(po) then (a U b)p E s iff ((a)p E s or 
(b)p ~ s), 
(v) if (a ; b)p E AFL'(po) then (a ; b)p E s iff (a)(b)p C s, 
(vi) if (a*)p~AFL' (po)  then (a* )pEs  iff (pEs  or 
(a)(a*)p E s), 
(vii) if @?)q E AFL'(po) then @?)q C s iff lastp, q C s, 
(viii) if fp C AFL'(po) and L 0 E s then p E s iff fp E s, 
(ix) if (a)p C AFL'(po) and (a)p ~ s then fin C s, 
(x) if P E AFL'(po) then P C s iff fP E s; 
Let S1 be those sets which are not eliminated. We view the sets in $1 as 
(labels of) nodes on a graph which (thus far) has no arcs. We add arcs, 
labelled by primitive programs, in the following steps: 
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(2) Join nodes s and t by an arc labelled F iff t=  {p, fp I fP C s} U 
{Lo}. 
(3) Join nodes s and t by an arc labelled N iff for all q C AFL'(p0), 
q ~ s iff (the formula in AFL'(P0) equivalent o) T(q, ¢)E  t, where ¢ is a 
functional which agrees with s (i.e., O(r) = true iff r C s); 
(4) Join nodes s and t by an arc labelled A, A ¢ N, F, iff 
(i) there is some node u such that there are F-arcs from s to u 
and from t to u, 
(ii) fin ~ s, 
(iii) if (A }p E AFL'(p0) then (A }p ¢! s =~ p ¢5 t. 
(5) For a primitive program a (including N, F) define 
p(A) = {(s, t) I there is an arc labelled A from s to t}, 
p(p?) = {(s, s ) IP  ~ s}. 
Extend p in the usual way to all programs; generalize p to a just (6) 
as above. 
(7) For each node s, eliminate s and all arcs leading to and from s if 
any of the following conditions does not hold: 
(i) there is an F-arc leading out of s, 
(ii) if L o ~ s, there is an N-arc leading out of s, 
(iii) i fpsufq  C s, then there is some t with (s, t) ~ p(N ; N*)  and 
qE  t, 
(iv) if (a)p E s, then there is some (t,p') with p '  C t and ((s,p), 
(t,p')) 
(8) repeat steps (5)-(7) until no more nodes are eliminated; 
(9) let $2 be the sets which remain; if there is a node s E S 2 with 
P0 E s, then Po is satisfiable; otherwise Po is unsatisfiable. 
Steps (5)-(7) will be repeated at most IS11 ~< 2 rArL'(p°)l times, while the 
checks in step (7) can be carried out in time polynomial in the number of 
nodes remaining in the graph, again ~<2 IArL'(po)l. Thus, the algorithm runs in 
deterministic time 2 clArL'(p0~l, for some constant c > 0. 
To see that the algorithm is correct, first suppose that Po is satisfiable. By 
Theorem 2, there is a pseudomodel for P0 say M '= (S ' ,n ' ,p ' ) .  Let 
f: S '  ~ S 1 v ia f (s ' )  = {p C AFL'(p0) I M' ,  s' ~p '} .  Then it is easily checked 
that after labelling the edges in steps (3)-(5), then for all primitive programs 
(including N, F), 
(S19 S2) ~ Dr(A) ::~ ( f(s,) , f(s2) ) ~ p(A ). 
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It then follows (using Lemma 5) that if s '~  S', then f(s ')  will not be 
eliminated at step (7). In particular, if we choose s o such that M', s o ~p~ 
then Po El(so) and f(So) is not eliminated. 
To prove the converse, we first show that $2 satisfies all the pseudomodel 
properties, where we replace "M, s ~pt,, in the definition by "p ~ s," and 
check (PL6") instead of (PL6') (which suffices by Lemma 5). 
(PL1) Step (2) implies that each s ~ $2 has at most one F-successor. 
Step (7)(i) implies there is exactly one F-successor. Steps (1)(x) and (2) 
imply that if (s, t) C p(F), then P ~ s iff P E t. Moreover, by step (2), L 0 C t, 
and using step (1)(viii) it is easy to check that (t, t) ~ p(F). 
(PL2) If (s, s) C p(F), then by step (2), L 0 C s. Conversely, if L o C S, 
using steps (1)(viii) and (2) we see (s, s) ~ p(F). 
(PL3) Suppose (s, t)Ep(A). By (PL1), s has exactly one F-successor, 
say u ~ S 2. By step (4)(i), we must also have (t, u) E p(F). 
(PL4') Immediate from step (3). 
(PLS) Immediate from step (4)(ii). 
(PL6') Immediate from step (7)(iv). 
(PL8) Suppose s, t ~ S 2, L o C t. Define u _ AFL'(P0) as follows: for 
q C AFL'(p0), q C u iff (the formula equivalent to) T(q, 4) ~ s (where ~ is a 
functional which agrees with t). It is easy to check that u is not eliminated at 
step (1). (Here we are using the fact that T(lastp, 4)_----Blastp, 
T(fin, ¢i) -~ fin, and T(L o, O) --B false). Next, note 
fp~u 
iff T(fp, 4) C s (where ¢ agrees with t), 
iff T(fp, 4) = true, 
iff fp~t .  
Since L o C t, by step (1)(viii), it follows that t = {p, fp l fp  ~ u} U {L0}. 
Thus, by step (2), (u, t) Cp(F). Also, by construction and step (4), 
(u, s) C p(N). All that remains is to show that u is not eliminated at step (7). 
Clearly, u has both F and N-successors, and L 0 ~ u (otherwise T(L 0, 4) = 
false ~ s) so it will satisfy (7)(i), (ii), and (iv). Now if psufq E u then by 
construction T(psufq, ¢;) = q V (p A (psufq)) ~ s. Thus by steps (1)(ii) and 
(iii), either q C s or p, psufq ~ s. In either case, since s C $2 and satisfies 
(7)(iii), so does u. 
(PL7) Suppose (s o ,sl) Cp(N), (s 1, tl) Cp(A). Let u be such that 
(s o, u)C p(F). (By (PL1), we know such a u exists and is unique.) Choose to 
such that (t o, u) ~ p(F), (to, tl) E p(N) (we can do this by (PL8). It remains 
to show that (So, to) E p(A ). By construction, (4)(i) is satisfied. Since 
(S 1 , t l )  C p(A) and sl 6 $2, we must have fin E s 1 . And since (So, Sl) C p(N) 
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and T(fin,¢i)=- Bfin for any functional 0, we have f ine  s o by step (3). 
Finally, if (A) E AFL'(po) then 
(A )p ~: so 
T((A)p, 0 = (A)(T(p, ¢)) ~ s 1 
(where ~ is a functional which agrees with s 0, and hence u and to) 
T(p, q)) q~ t I (by step (4)(iii), since (sl, t,) ~ p(A)) 
-~p~ t o . 
Thus (s 0, to) ~ p(A). 
We define the PDL model M= ($2, z~,p), where zr(P)--{s C S2[P ~ s}. 
We can show M is a pseudomodel for p~ by showing that for p E AFL'(p0), 
M,s~p t iff pC  s. The details are very similar to those in the proof of 
Theorem 2, so we leave them to the reader. II 
6. DETERMINISTIC PL 
Just as for PDL, we can exclude nondeterminism from PL by giving the 
atomic programs deterministic semantics and then restricting * and U so 
that they only occur in contexts which yield deterministic well-structured 
programs. To be more precise, we restrict PL programs and formulas so that 
U and * only appear in the constructs (p? ;a )U(~p?  ;b) and 
(p? ; a)* ; ~p?, which we abbreviate to i fp then a else b fi and while p do a 
od. We further restrict PL models M= (S, zt, r) so that for any primitive 
program, r(A) is deterministic; i.e., for each s E S, there is at most one path 
in r(A) whose first state is s. We call the resticted language DPL (for deter- 
ministic PL), and the restricted class of model DPL models. It is easy to 
check that in a DPL model, all DPL programs are deterministic. (Note this 
would not be true if r(p?) were not restricted to paths of length 0.) 
In the case of PDL, considering only deterministic programs changes the 
difficulty of the decision procedure from complete in exponential time to 
complete in polynomial space (cf. Halpern & Reif, 1981). In the case of PL, 
the effect seems to be even more dramatic. The size of AFL(p0) goes down 
from nonelementary to [p0[ 2. Thus, we get 
THEOREM 4. There is an algorithm for deciding if a DPL formula Po is 
(DPL) satisfiable which runs in deterministic time O(2ClPd2) for some e > O. 
Proof We must first introduce an analogue to AFL(po) appropriate to 
DPL. Let DFL(po) by the least set H containing P0 such that 
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(1) ~p~H~pEH,  
(2) pAqEH~p,  qCH,  
(3) (a )pEH~p~H,  
(4) (a ;b)p E H-~ (a)(b)p E H, 
(5) ( ifq then a else b fi)pEH-~lastq, last-% (a)p, (b)pEH, 
(6) (while q do a od)p~H-~lastq, last~q, (a)(while q do 
oa)p~/4, 
(7) (p?)q ~ H ~ lastp C H, 
(8) fin ~ H, 
(9) fqCH~qCH,  
(10) psufqEH~q~H,  
(11) q C H, q not of the form fr ~ fq C H, 
(12) (al)... (ak)--~p ~H-~ (al) ... (ak)true, (al) ... (ak) p E Hq, 
(13) (al) "" (ak)(P A q) E H-~ (al) ... (ak)p, (al)... (ak) q C H, 
(14) (a,) ... (ak)(psufq) E n~ (al) '"  (ak)P, (a,)... (ak) q C H, 
(15) (al) ... (ak)P C H-~ (al) ... (ak)true C H, 
(16) (a~)... (ak)fq C H-~ (a~)... (ak)true E H. 
Note that we have essentially replaced condition 12 in the definition of 
AFL with conditions (12)-(16). This has the effect of reducing the size of 
the closure. 
LEMMA 6. IDFL(Po) I <~ dlPol2 for some d> O. 
Proof. Let DFL'(po) be the least set closed under rules (1)-(10). Again 
standard arguments show IDFL'(po) I~ d' Ipol for some d' > 0. Moreover, if 
(al) ... (ak)P E DFL'(po), where k ~ 1 and p is not of the form (b)q, then it 
is easy to check that p is a subformula of Po, and hence Ipl <]pol. 
For each such formula (al)... (ak)P, let D((al) ... (ak)p) be the least set 
containing (ax)-.. (ak) p closed under rules (12)-(16). An easy induction on 
[p[ shows [D((al) ... (ak)P) [<~ [p[ + 1 ~< [P0[' 
Finally, it is easy to see that is we close off the set DFL'(p0)U {D((al) ... 
(ak)P)[(ax) ... (ak)p E DFL'(p0), k>~ 1, and p not of the form (b)q} under 
rule 11 we get DFL(p0). Thus, /DFL(P0)[ ~< 2d'Ipo] 2. l 
Next, note that the following are all tautologies of DPL (although the first 
two are not tautologies of PL): 
(a)(p A q) = (a)p A (a)q, 
(a)(~p) =- (a)true A -~(a)p, 
(a)false =--false. 
643/57/1-6 
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We extend the notion of Boolean equivalence to DPL equivalence, where p 
and q are DPL equivalent, written p ---=D q, if they are provably equivalent by 
using substitution instances of propositional tautologies or the above three 
tautologies. 
LEMMA 7. I f  q C DFL(p0) then for every functional 0 there exists a 
formula q' which is a Boolean combination of elements of DFL(Po) such that 
q' --D T(q, 0)" 
Proof A straightforward induction on Iql. If q is not of the form (a)p r 
there is no difficulty. If it is, then q = (al) . . .  (ak)p", where k >/1 and p" is 
not of the form (b)r. We now just go through all the cases for the possible 
forms of p". For example, if p" = ~r, 
T( (a l )  "'" (ak) 0) =- @1)""  0) 
(a l )  "'" (ak)true A -n (a l )  . .-  (ak)(T(r , 0)). 
But (a l ) . . . (ak)(T(r ,O))=T((al) . . . (ak)r ,O) and by the induction 
hypothesis T((al) . . .  (ak)r, 0)=---o q', where q' is a Boolean combination of 
elements of DFL(p0). Thus, T((al) ... (ak)~r, ~) is also DPL equivalent to 
a Boolean combination of elements of DFL(P0). | 
We now essentially get analogues to Theorems 1, 2, and 3 for DPL, using 
DFL(p0) in place of AFL(p0). We sketch some of the details below. 
The first observation is that if M is a DPL model, then the M t constructed 
in Lemma 1 will be a DPDL model (cf. Ben-Ari et al., 1982). This means 
that p(A) will be deterministic for primitive programs A; i.e., for each x ~ S °~ 
there is at most one y such that (x, y) ~ p(A ). Conversely, if M t is a (full) 
PL-like DPDL model for p~, then Po is DPL-satisfiable. 
When we form the quotient structure of a PL-like DPDL model for p~ 
with respect to ~DFLiP0)' the resulting model, say M'=(S' ,Tr ' ,p ' )  is a 
pseudomodel which in addition satisfies: 
(PL9) if (14)q ~ DFL(po) and M', s ~ ((.4)q)t, then for all t such that 
(s, t) E p'(A), M', t ~ q¢. 
It was shown in Ben-Ari et al. (1982) that any finite PDL model for a 
formula p satisfying this added condition can be unwound to a DPDL model 
for p. Thus, combining the techniques used in Ben-Ari et al. (1982) with 
those of Theorem 2, we can show that any pseudomodel satisfying (PLg) can 
be unwound to a PL-like DPDL model. We refer the reader to Ben-Ari et al. 
(1982) for more details. 
Finally, We are readY to give the decision procedure for DPL. As in 
Theorem 3, we begin by forming all the subsets of DFL(po) and eliminate 
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those which do not satisfy all the conditions in step (1), with the appropriate 
modifications. In particular, (1)(iv), (vi)become 
(iv') if (if q then a else b fi)p ~ DFL(po) then (ifq then a else b 
fi)p C s iff lastq, (a)p C s or last~q, (b)p E s, 
(vi') if (while q do a od)pCDFL(p0) then (while q do a 
od)p E s iff lastq, (a)(while q do a od)p ~ s or last~q, 
pCs .  
In addition, we must check 
(xi) if (a0) "" (ak)(p A q) ~ DFL(Po) then (a l ) ' "  (ak)(P A q) 
C s iff (al) . . -  (ak) p, (a~)... (ak)qC S, 
(xii) if (a l ) . . .  (ak)-~ p E DFL(po) then (a l ) . . .  (ak)~ p E s iff 
(al) ... (ak)true C S, (al) ... (ak)p ~ S, 
(xiii) if (a l ) . . . (ak)P~DFL(po)  then (a l ) . . . (ak )P6s  iff 
(al) . . .  (ak)true, P C s, 
(xiv) if (a~)... (ak)fq~ DFL(po) then (a~)... (ak)f qC S iff 
(al) ... (ak)true, fq C s. 
Step (2) of the algorithm remains the same, but step (3) must be modified 
to account for the fact that if q E DFL(po) then T(q, O) is not necessarily in 
DFL(p0) (although, by Lemma 7, it is DPL equivalent o a Boolean 
combination of formulas in DFL(P0) ). For each set s, define the formula 
Ps~ (q//~es q ) A (qeDrL/~(po)_S ~q)"
By Lemma 7, it follows that for each set s, formula q ~ DFL(po), and 
functional 0, either Ps ~D T(p, ~) or ps =~D ~T(p, #) (where p =~D q is an 
abbreviation for p =DP A q). Moreover, it is easy to decide which of these 
situations holds. Thus, we replace Step (3) by 
(3') join s and t by an arc labelled N iff, ifq ~ DFL(p0), then q E s iff 
Pt :rZ>D T(q, ¢), where 0 is a functional which agrees with s. 
Family, to ensure PL9, we must strengthen (4)(iii) to 
(4)(iii') if (A)p ~ DFL(p0) then (A)p E s i ffp E t. 
The remaining steps of the algorithm remain the same. The proof that the 
algorithm is correct and runs in the required time is essentially the same as 
that for Theorem 3; we omit details here. II 
Remark. In the case of program-free PL (in which we only consider 
formulas which do not mention any programs) it is easy to check that the 
size of DFL(p0) is linear in [P0l, and thus we have a deterministic 
exponential time decision for program-free PL. Since program-free PL is 
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essentially TL, by results of Halpern and Reif (1981) it in fact has a 
decision procedure which is complete in polynomial space. However, this 
observation does stress how the interaction between the programs and the suf 
operator causes the difficulty in reasoning about PL formulas. 
7. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
We have given a decision for satisfiability of PL which runs in deter- 
ministic time 2 clAvL'(p°)l, and have given upper bounds on IAFL'(p0)t in 
terms of the depth of nesting of suf and the alternation of suf and diamond. 
In the deterministic case, we have shown that there is a decision procedure 
which runs in deterministic time O(2Cn2). The problem of finding more 
precise upper and lower bounds remains open. We conjecture that full PL is 
indeed of nonelementary complexity. It might be possible to show this by 
encoding progressively more complex problems using nested sufs and 
diamonds. 
In this paper, we have concentrated mainly on local PL, where the truth of 
a primitive formula depends only on the first state of a path. As we remarked 
in Section 3, our translation p-~p~ still works in the case of nonlocal PL, 
where primitive formulas may have arbitrary semantics. However, our 
construction of AFL'(p0) breaks down. The restriction to local PL is 
necessary in order to get a decision procedure for satisfiability. In Chandra 
et al. (1981) it is shown that if we augment PL with a chop operator, then 
nonlocal PL + chop is undecidable. Recently, Streett (1982) has shown that 
nonlocal PL is undecidable even without he chop operator, while in Halpern 
et al. (1983) it is shown that even program-free PL +chop (essentially 
TL + chop) is undecidable. 
We conclude by raising the same question as Sherman et al. (1982): is PL 
uninteresting? After all, it does seem to reduce to PDL, and the problem of 
deciding unsatisfiability seems sufficiently hard as to render PL unsuitable 
for practical applications. While in some sense, our results (and those of 
Sherman et al., 1982) show that PL can be embedded in PDL, it is perhaps 
fairer to say that PDL interpreted over PL-like models is essentially PL; 
conditions (PL1)-(PL8) force the states to act like paths. Thus, no particular 
advantage is gained by using PDL instead of PL here; and the notation of 
PL is somewhat more flexible. 
With regard to the second point, the main results of this paper show that 
for interesting subclasses of PL formulas--those of suf-depth one, or those in 
DPL--the satisfiability problem is on the verge of being tractable. Moreover, 
experience has shown that for many formulas which arise in practice, 
deciding satisfiability is not as hard as the worst-case analysis might 
indicate. More work needs to be done to understand this phenomenon. 
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APPENDIX  1 : 
PROOF OF THE CLAIM IN THEOREM 1 
Consider Claim (a) in the case of a primitive program A. Suppose 
(x, y )E  p(A). Then by (PL5), there is a finite sequence xo ..... x k with x = x o 
and (x t, xi+ 1) E p(N) for i < k, such that x k has no N-successor. By (PL6) 
applied repeatedly, there exists a sequence Yo ..... Yk such that Y=Yo,  
(xi, Yi) E p(A) for i ~< k, and (Yi, Yi+ 1) ~ p(N) for i < k. Let s t be the unique 
F-successor of x i. Then by definition, ~,(x) = (s o ..... Sk) and by (PL3), s i is 
also the unique successor of Yi, so ~(Y0)= (so ..... Sk)" qJ(Yk)" Finally, by 
(PL2), x k ~ S' ,  and since (xk,Yk) ~ p(A), by definition, ~t(yk) E r(A). Taking 
z = ~'(Yk), we have q/(x) • z = ~,(y), as desired. 
For Claim (b) in the case of a primitive program A, suppose z C r(A), 
first(z) = last(~,(x)), and ~u(x)= (so,..., Sk). Then there exist Xo,..., Xk with 
x = x o, x k = s k, and (x i, xi+l) ~ p(N), such that s i is the unique F-successor 
of x i. Moreover, by definition, there must be some Yk with (Xk, Yk) C p(A) 
and z = qJ(Yk). Now it is easy to show (using (PL7)) that there exists a 
sequence Y0 ..... Yk such that (x i ,y t )~p(A)  and (Yi,Yi+l)Cp(N)for i < k. 
Using (PL3), we again get that s i is the unique F-successor of Yi. Thus, 
(x, yo) Ep(A)  and 
= (So  . . . . .  = 
For Claim (c), in the case p = (a~q we get, 
M, x ~ ( (a)q) t = (at)q t
iff ~y((x,y) E p(at), M, y ~ q'), 
iff 3y((x, y) E P(aO, M' ,  qJ(y) ~ q) (induction hypothesis), 
iff 3z(z C r(a), first(z) = last(q/(x)), M' ,  qJ(x) . z ~ q) (using Claims 
(a) and (b)), 
iff M',  qt(x) ~ (a)q. 
For Claim (a) in the case a =p? ,  we get 
(x, y) C p( (p? )t) = p( (N* )(~(N)true Apt)?)  
=~y = x and M, x ~ (N*}(-~(N)true Af t )  
:~ 3x o ..... x k (x o = x, (x i, xi + 1) C p(N), and M, x k ~ ~(N)true Apt) .  
Let si be the unique F-successor of x i. Since M, x k ~ ~(N)true, we must 
have xk=s k by (PL2). Thus, qJ(x)= (s o ..... Sk) , g(Xk)=(Sk). By the 
induction hypothesis, since M, x k ~pt ,  we must have M',  ~t(Xk)>p. Thus, 
~'(Xk) E r(p?) and ~t(x) = ~u(x) • ~(Xk), as desired. 
We leave the remainder of the cases to the interested reader. II 
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APPENDIX 2: PROOF OF LEMMA 3 
Claim 1. For each PL formula q there exists a set of PL formulas Do(q) 
such that 
(a) IOo(q)l < ex(sufdep(q) + 2, Iq0, 
(b) Do(q) is effectively closed under T; i.e., if q'C Do(q ) and ~ is a 
functional then there exists q" C Do(q) such that q" =B T(q', 0), and q" can 
be found in time O(lql). 
Proof. First consider a formula of the form qo V (Po A (q~ V (P l  A . . .  A 
(qk V (Pk Apsufq))), which we abbreviate to [(qo,P0),..., (qk,Pk),psufq] • 
NOW suppose that for some i < j< k, we have pe-BPj ,  q~---B qj. Then it is 
easy to check that 
[(qo,Po) ..... (qk, Pk), P sufq] 
----B [(q0,P0) ..... (qj- l ,Pi-1), (qj+l,Pj+l) ..... (qk,Pk),psufq]. 
We now define Do(q) by induction on the structure of q as follows: 
(1) Do(q) = {q, true, false} if q is of the form P or fr, 
(2) Do(~q)-- {~q'lq' E Do(q)}, 
(3) Do( p A q)= {p' A q' IP' CDo(P ) , q' EDo(q)}, 
(4) Do((a}q ) = {(a}q'lq' C Do(q)}, 
(5) Do(psufq) = {[(%,po) ..... (qk,Pk), psufq] l qi C Do(q ), Pi C Do(P ), 
and each pair (qi,Pi) is distinct}. 
Part (b) of the claim follows immediately by induction on q, using our 
preliminary observation. To prove that ID0(q)l < ex(sufdep(q) + 2, Iq[) we 
also proceed by induction on the structure of q. All cases are immediate 
except for p A q and p sufq. For the case p A q, note that 
tDo(P A q)l ~< IDo(P)I × IDo(q)l 
< ex(sufdep(p) + 2, [p[) × ex(sufdep(q) + 2, Iql) 
< ex[max(sufdep(p), sufdep(q)) + 2, l Pl+lql)] 
< ex[sufdep(p A q) + 2, [p A q[]. 
There are clearly IDo(P)l × IDo(q)l distinct pairs (qi,Pi) with qi E Do(q ), 
Pi C Do(p ). Since we can choose any subset of them, and place them in any 
order to get a formula [(qo,Po) ..... (qk,Pk),psufq] C Do(psufq), it is easy to 
check that 
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[Do(psufq)l 
~< (ID0(p)l X ID0(q)] + 1)! 
< ex(max(sufdep(p), sufdep(q)) + 2, IPl + Iql) ! (as above) 
2ex(max(sufdep(p),sufdep(q)) + 2, IPl + Iql )" ex(max(sufdep(p),sufdep(q)) + 1, I Pl + Iql) 
(using the identity n! ~ 2" log,) 
2ex(rnax(sufdep(p),sufdep(q))+2,1Pl  Iql + 1) 
= ex(sufdep(psufq) + 2, Ipsufq[). II 
Given a set of formulas A, let BC(A) denote a standard representation of
the set of all Boolean combinations of formulas of A up to Boolean 
equivalence. Recall IBC(A)I <. ex(2, IA I). 
Claim 2. For each PL formula q there exist two sets of PL formulas 
D~(q) and D2(q) with the following properties: 
(a) D2(q) is effectively closed under T, 
(b) Dz(q) GBC(DI(q)), 
(c) If altdep(q) = n + 1 for some natural number n then Dl(q) = Dz(q ), 








Again we define Dl(q) and D2(q) by induction on the structure 
I fq  is of the form P or fr, Dl(q) = {q}, D2{q} = {q, true, false}; 
Dt(~q) = {~q' Iq' C Dl(q)}, D~(~q)= {~q' lq' E D2(q)}; 
D~(p A q) = Dl(p) ~3 D~(q) if altdep(p A q) = n 
for some natural number n, 
= D2( p A q) otherwise, 
D2( p A q)= {p' A q' ]p' ED2(p ),q' C Dz(q)}; 
Dl((a)q ) = Dz((a)q ) = {(a)q' lq' C Dz(q)}; 
D~(psufq) = {psufq} U D~(p) C) Da(q), 
D2(psufq) = BC(Dl(psufq) ).
Properties (a)--(d) are all straightforward. We leave the details to the 
reader. II 
Let 
D(q) = Do(q) if sd(Po) <~ ad(Po), 
= D2(q) otherwise. 
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From our two claims, it follows that if q is a subformula of p0, then 
I O(q)l ~ ex(ht(po), I Po I). (*) 
Let FL'(Po) be the least set containing Po and closed under AFL 
conditions (1)--(6), (9), (10). Using the techniques of Fischer and Ladner 
(1979), we can show that IFL'(Po)I ~< IP01, Moreover, it is easy to check that 
if q E FL'(p0), then q is of the form (al) ... (ak)q', where q' is a subformula 
of p0 (since such formulas are closed under rules (1)-(6), (9), (10)). Since 
ID((a)q)l=lO(q)l it follows from (*) that [Uq~rL,(po)D(q)l<~ 
Ipol x ex(ht(po), Ipol)- 
Since D~ is closed with respect to condition (12), it follows that 
Uq~FL'(po) D(q) is closed with respect o conditions (1)-(6), (9), (10), and 
(12). 
Let L(po) consist of lastp for every p a subformula of p0, fin, and all the 
subformulas of these formulas as required by rules (1), (2), (10). Observe 
that T(lastp, 4)~B lastp and T(fin, 4)=B fin. It is easy to find a set of 
formulas L'(po) with IL'(p0)l ~< 6 Ip0t + 8 and L(po) ~ L'(po). 
Given a set X of PL formulas, let F(X)= tfqlq c x} ux .  Note IF(X)I = 
21xl. Let 
AFL'(po) = (q~FLU(p0)D(q))U L(Po). 
We leave it to the reader to check that AFL'(po) has all the properties 
claimed in the statement of the theorem. I 
APPENDIX 3 : 
PROOF OF THE CLAIM IN THEOREM 2 
For a PL-formula q (resp. program a) define the depth of diamond nesting 
of q (resp. a) by induction: 
d(A) = d(P) = 0 for A, P primitive, 
d(fp) = d(~p) = d(p), 
d(p A q) = d(psuf q) = max(d(p),  d(q)), 
d((a)q) = 1 + max(d(q), d(a)), 
d(p? ) = d(p), 
d(a ; b) = d(a U b) = max(d(a), d(b)), 
d(a*) = d(a). 
Note that for any functional 0 and formula q, we have d(q) = d(T(q, 4)). 
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For part (a) in the case of formulas q with d(q)= 0, we proceed by 
induction on the length of q. If q is a primitive formula P, then the claim 
holds by the definition of zr'. There is also clearly no problem if q is of the 
form fql, - 'ql, or q~ A q2. If q is of the form (qlsufq2) and M, 7(Y) ~ qt 
there are two cases to consider. First, suppose M, y(y)~ tin t. Then there 
exists a finite sequence of states (Yo ..... yk)Er ' (N*) ,  with Y=Yo and 
M' ,y  k~(N) t rue .  By the construction of M', it must be the case that 
(7(Yo),..., ~(Yk)) E r(N*) and M, ?(Yk) ~ ~(N)true. We show by induction on 
i that M, Y(Yk-i) ~ qt ~ M,,yk_ i ~ qt. If i = 0, then it is clear (since qt = 
(N; (qt 1 ? ;N)*) q~ and by assumption M' ,y  k ~ ~(N)true and M, Y(Yk) ~ 
--,(N)true) that both M, 7(Yk) ~ ~qt and M', Yk ~ ~qt. 
In general, 
M, ))(Yl¢-(i+ l)) ~ qt 
::> M, Y(Yk-i) ~ (T(q, 0)) t, where 0 agrees with 7(Yk-i) on Po (by (PL4')), 
M, ~(Yk-i) ~ q~ V (qt 1 A (N; (qt 1 9. ; N)*)q~) 
M',Yk_ i ~ q~ V (qt 1 A (N; (qt 1 ? ; N)*)qt~) (induction hypothesis) 
=> M,,Yk_ i ~ ((qt 9. ; N)*)q~ 
:::> M', Yk-~i+ 1) ~ (N; (qt 1 ? ; W)*)q~ (since (Yk ~i+ 1), Yk-i) E p(W)) 
:::> M', Yk-(i+ 1) ~ (ql sufq2) t" 
In particular, we get M', Y0 ~ qt as desired. 
If M,:~(y)~-,fin, then our construction guarantees that since 
(qlsufq2)t~ L(y), it will be fulfilled for y in M' (cf. Stage (1), Case 2). 
For the converse, suppose M ' ,y  ~ qt. Then we have 
M' ,y~ (W; (q~? ; N)*)q t 
~ 3(yo,...,yk)C r'(N* ) with k~ l, yo=y,M' ,yk~q~,  and 
M' ,y~qt l  for 1 <~ i<~ k -  1, 
~(yo , . . . , yk )  Er(N*)  with k>/1, y0 =y,  M,?(yk)~q t, and 
M, y(y~) ~ qt 1 for 1 ~< i ~< k - 1 (induction hypothesis), 
M, 7(Y) ~ (N ; (q] ? ; N)*)q~ 
M, 7(y) ~ qt. 
Note that part (b) holds by construction for primitive programs. We leave 
the straightforward proof of the general case for programs a with d(a) -- 0 to 
the reader. 
Suppose we have proved the claim for all formulas q and programs a with 





d(q), d(a) < m. The arguments for the case where d(q) = m are identical to 
those where d(q)= 0, except in the case where q is of the form (a)r. In the 
course of the construction, we arranged to fulfill such formulas when they 
occurred at states which represented paths of length 0; i.e., for those states y
such that M,y  ~ L t. We now show that this suffices. Let (x 0 ..... Xk) ~ r ' (N*)  
such that M, x k ~ L t. We will show by induction on i that if d((a)r) = m 
then M',  Xk_ I ~ ((a)r) t i f f  M, 7(Xk_i) ~ ((a)r) t. 
For the case i = 0, if M',  x k ~ (at)r t, then for some x, we have (xk, x) C 
p'(a t) and M', x ~ r t. By the main induction hypothesis (since d(a) < m), we 
have (y(Xk), 7(X)) C p(at), and M, 7(x) ~ r t. Thus M, 7(Xk) ~ (at)r t = ((a)r)'. 
Conversely, if M, 7(xk) ~ ((a)r) t (i.e., ((a)r C L(Xk) ), then in the 
construction of M' (cf. Stage 1, Case 1) we added Y0,...,Yk with x k=yo 
(7(Yo),..., 7(Yk)) E r(a t) and M, 7(Yk) ~ rt. Using the induction hypothesis it
is again easy to check that (Yo,Yk) C p'(a 0 and M' ,y  k ~ r t. Thus, M', x k 
(a t) r t=  ((a)r) t. 
For the general case with i > 0, we get 
M, 7(xk_i) ~ ((a)r) t 
M, 7(Xk_i+l)~ (T((a)r,(~)) t, where 0 agrees with Xk_ i on P0 (by 
PL4); 
M',Xk_i+ x ~ (T((a)r, 0)) t, where 0 agrees with Xk_ i on Po (by the 
induction hypothesis); 
M', Xk_ I ~ ((a)r) t. 
for programs a with d(a) =- m is now straightforward. II 
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